In passing in this society, do you to be a physician? clear concise accounts of the case which should happen to fall under your observa-
tion together with the treatment required by each will always prove
acceptable to the public & will secure renumeration as well as innocence.
And no matter what profession you intend to enter, the spirit of
the age is such as to make参观 as a great disgrace than learning.
Man rarely feels the world of those advantages which he enjoys until they have incurredly left, the sick man despaired
slightly on the blessings of health, the statesman on the pleasures
of retirement, & you will onlyLead after learn to appreciate fully
the privileges which you now enjoy. But wonder that you may.
never come benefit from them let me beg you to lay aside your childhood
complacency. If feeling anxious that your own entirely are at stake
and each other in the regular performance of your regular duties. Are
you deficient? remember that Mr. Clay himself when he first rose
was added a gritty debating society of which he was a member was
decidedly the greatest blunder I most awkward member of which
it boasted. Did he fall? not so - the virtues still adorn
our age

His speech, his form, his action full of grace
And all his country beaming on his face

As eye-reward or blaze that steals before
As heart can but tremble when he rose

— prove that success has

announced his early efforts to distinguish himself. Do for fear the
connections be assumed that if you intend to occupy a situation
before the public these outlines on your style & delivery must be
made, so that they will be proportionally severe according as they con
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